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New evidence suggests the heart is not a pump
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Rudolf Steiner, whose teachings led to anthroposophical medicine,
biodynamic farming, and the Waldorf school, said that the heart is a
seven-sided regular form that sits in an imaginary box in the chest.
“Regular” means that all seven sides are identical. Plato described five
platonic solids, and Steiner said there was a sixth one. He also said that
the heart is not a pump.

This claim was vindicated by Frank Chester, who figured out how to
design a seven-sided regular form. This sixth platonic solid is now called
the chestahedron, and it fits perfectly inside a cube at an angle of 36
degrees off center to the left, the exact same angle that the heart sits in
the chest. When submerged in water and spun, two counter-rotating
vortices are formed. Recent scientific studies have shown that these two
vortices facilitate the closing of the valves. And when the vortices don’t
form properly, blood clots will appear.

The man who unfolded a thousand hearts, Paco Torrent Guasp,
discovered that the heart is a single muscular band folded over itself in a
spiraling pattern. The heart itself is a vortex of tissue. It is not a pump, it
is a vortex machine.

For centuries it was believed that matter can only exist in three states.
Such as water, which can exist as liquid, ice, and vapor. Human cells are
seventy percent water but most of this water is not in any of these three
states. We have recently learned that with water, there is a fourth state.
This fourth state is called the plasma state, gel phase, exclusion zone or
structured water. And this is what pushes your blood through the entire
cardiovascular system.

Fueled by Infrared energy from its environment, the water in our body
becomes an electrical propulsion system. A certain percentage of the
water in our body becomes structured water, and the rest remains normal
liquid water, or bulk water. The structured water becomes negatively
charged and forms the gelatinous outer walls of our capillaries, veins, and
arteries. These negatively charged outer walls continuously propel the
positively charged bulk water within, carrying the blood with it. This
propulsion system will run indefinitely so long as it stays charged. And
the way you charge it, is with the earth’s electromagnetic field, infrared
energy, and positive thought.

The work of Dr. Masaru Emoto has scientifically demonstrated that water
exposed to loving human words and thoughts is transformed into its
natural hexagonal shape. It becomes structured at a molecular level based
on our positive intention. This new model shows that it is the blood that
pumps the heart, not the other way around. And in order to keep the flow
strong and healthy, our best medicine is to connect to the earth, get
sunlight, love ourselves, and love one another with physical touch.

Viktor Schauberger spent his life studying water and found that in the
natural world, water will always create vortices along its path.
Schauberger learned that this spiral action is what structures the water in
nature. And that when subjected to modern man made water treatment, it
loses its structure. Schauberger’s work led him to believe that one could
generate energy out of a vortex. He described it as an energy implosion as
opposed to an energy explosion.

Dr Tom Cowan, who has written about this in, Human Heart Cosmic Heart,
has an interesting theory which may explain the saying, “a heart of gold.”

Another recent discovery, is that gold in it’s purest form does not appear
to be gold at all. Under the right conditions, normal physical gold can be
transformed into a fine white powder known as monoatomic gold. This
monoatomic gold has been studied by multiple advanced laboratories and
it has very strange properties. It can be made to levitate and disappear.
Monoatomic gold is superconductive. And many would argue that this is
what the alchemists were after.

One of the ways of turning metallic gold into monoatomic gold is by
putting it through a high-speed vortex. When this transformation occurs,
there is a flash of light, and a forty-four percent loss in weight. Dr Cowan
believes that the trace amounts of gold in our blood is transformed into
monoatomic gold as it travels through the double vortices in the heart.
Creating the spark of life.

There are hints of a hidden science being studied and suppressed that
involves counter-rotational spin. The NAZIs most classified project, Die
Glocke, involved the counter-rotational spin of a mysterious fuel mix that
included liquid mercury.

This vortex system creates an energetic field around the heart. It creates
the heat within our body. And it raises a whole new set of questions about
spin.
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Kimpeccable Dec 24, 2023 Liked by Greg Reese

Deep subject for Christmas Day! I don't think it's any coincidence that strands of thought

circulating among people who do not consent (PWDNC) are making connections to the

physical world and higher consciousness. Divorced from any physical evidence, higher

thought planes can easily be dismissed by the unfaithful, but when you tie it into the

actual structure and function of the universe it takes on a whole new dimension. Vortex is

probably a word we'll see a lot of in the future. Thanks for this, Greg, I like being taken on

a magic carpet ride.

LIKE (66) REPLY (4) SHARE

Quill Cross Writes Quill Cross News Dec 24, 2023

Vortex IS the new paradigm.

LIKE (19) REPLY SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… Dec 25, 2023

Hi Kim - I'll post here as I can't get an independent comment box, apologies.

----------------------

Greg, thank you for this. It's really fascinating work. I keep coming across it.

Maybe I'm finally open to digging in a little deeper.

(I can't access your videos so I appreciate you wrote to this as well.)

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Chrissy Faith Writes Chrissy Faith's Prose & Knows Dec 29, 2023

Hi, Kim! Nice jolt of recognition seeing your post, AND right at the top where your

wisdom belongs! Indeed fascinating and exciting that so many great sources are

being connected in the matrix of the HEART of all that matters. Love to you in the

new year.....

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Gram Jan 3

Absolutely! Thank YOU to pioneers in consciousness, like Greg! The Great

Awakening is not just about revelations (revealings) of corruption.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Garrett Smith Dec 25, 2023 · edited Dec 25, 2023

Absolutely brilliant video Greg. 12 years ago when I stopped watching television I came

across Victor Schauberger, Gerald Pollock, David Hudson, Marisimo Emoto and René

Joseph Quinton, inventor of Quinton water.

More recently Dr. Thomas Cowen, I recommend all his books. Human heart Cosmic heart

resonated with something within me.

Other people doing interesting work with water is Aǹalemma Water. Extremely

fascinating what they've done to bring the coherence back to water. This didn't happen

overnight. They worked for over a decade and have remarkably sound scientific studies

supporting their claims. Also the work Veda Austin is doing with water.

The documentary Magnetic Water was my introduction to structured water and Emoto. I

know there are claims Emoto's work has been "debunked." If so that's okay. That's what

science is about. But if the group debunking has an agenda and their agenda has colored

their data or assessment of his, that isn't ok. And all too often that seems to be the case

with big brothers fact checkers.

I have personally done the rice experiment as have a dozen people I personally know. In

every case it appears our intention caused the rice to behave differently.

I honestly don't give a shit what is true. Would I like some things to be true and others to

be false? Sure but I feel that sacrificing what I feel is my integrity is a price too big to pay.

Sure it's painful sometimes finding out what I believe is wrong. In fact, there's topics I

suspect I don't have correct and will avoid going down that rabbit hole because for

whatever reason I'm just not ready to become disillusioned on that topic. But the pain of

realizing I got something wrong is less painful then remaining ignorant and harming

others through my willful ignorance.Expand full comment

LIKE (50) REPLY (5) SHARE

Valora Kilby Dec 25, 2023

Very well said. We are not children anymore, it is time to grow up and walk out of the

containers that the powers that shouldn't be have placed around us.

LIKED (23) REPLY SHARE

Kimpeccable Dec 25, 2023

"But the pain of realizing I got something wrong is less painful than remaining

ignorant and harming others through my willful ignorance." Which is unfortunately

the opposite of how most people function. Thanks for introducing me to the idea of

epistemic humility. I had to look it up. Basically it says that because our opinions are

biased and fragile we always have to be on the lookout for believing or propagating

something for the wrong reason. Epistemic humility is the precursor to critical

thinking.

I agree with you 100%. This is fifth generation warfare and we are the target of those

who would oppress us. We are the majority, however, and we have an increasing

number of allies willing to speak out against tyranny.
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Garrett Smith Dec 26, 2023

Thank you for reading my post and your response. I genuinely appreciate it! I

feel like we must come together as people or we Face a new Dark Age. Bless

you and have a beautiful 2024

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

I can vouch for Kim, she's the real deal. I would love it if she published

here on Substack.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

Isn't that interesting, I stopped watching TV 12 years ago as well. Something about

2012... when it finally clicked that MSNBC was a propaganda-spouting entity gone

mad that stirred up liberal hate. I have only gotten smarter and less indoctrinated

since then.
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Cynthia Williamson Dec 30, 2023

Thank you for writing. Both your information gathering tidbits are so useful AND

even more how you see things. I see them like you do and it is so helpful for you to

articulate it so perfectly. And the 'epistemic humility' was a new phrase for me. A

very good reminder to all.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Gram Jan 3

We live in a reflective, holographic universe. Whatever you believe to be true, will

reflect/manifest itself in the 3D world around you.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Sez777 Dec 24, 2023 Liked by Greg Reese

GREAT video.

I suspect that what we THINK we know about the human body, and how this incredibly

sophisticated, complex creation actually works, are as different as night and day.

We're only at the dawn of time, in terms of truly understanding it.

In addition to not being a pump, the heart (not the brain) is the orchestral Conductor of

every bodily action and reaction.

We also have a biofield of electricity and photons, which exchanges pure information

with those around us, which is the real cause of what we perceive as "contagion".

The true nature of who we are, what we are, and where we are, has been suppressed and

hidden from us.

The human body was not some random, inconsequential, big bang accident.

It is the divine creation of intelligence light years ahead of our own.

https://open.substack.com/pub/officialbrendanmurphy/p/how-illness-actually-spreads?

utm_source=share&utm_medium=android&r=nll84
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Van Zyl Spengler Dec 25, 2023

Yet another excellent report by Greg who just seems to get better and better at his

craft!

Thank you Greg for yet another thought provoking and interesting read and watch!

Despite the audio matching the wording in the article I soon realised that the text

didn’t correspond to the video.

The article included a section at the end, not covered in the video (“There are hints

of a hidden science being studied and suppressed that involves counter-rotational

spin. The NAZIs most classified project, Die Glocke, involved the counter-rotational

spin of a mysterious fuel mix that included liquid mercury.

This vortex system creates an energetic field around the heart. It creates the heat

within our body. And it raises a whole new set of questions about spin.”).

It made me wonder how many other reports followed this pattern? And if I’ve been

missing out?

LIKE (15) REPLY (1) SHARE

Donna Dec 25, 2023

What is counter-rotational spin? Was the fuel mix rotating counter/opposite to

something else?

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Ozark Sasquatch Dec 25, 2023

This is by design my friend. ALL Planned. Enjoy the movie.

LIKE (10) REPLY (2) SHARE

Ozark Sasquatch Dec 25, 2023

I meant "Matrix", not "movie";-)

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

I think it's both - I'll take movie as well. :)

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Ozark Sasquatch Dec 25, 2023

Right?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Kimberly Dec 25, 2023

The true nature of who we are, what we are, and where we are, has been

suppressed and hidden from us.

Its not hidden from us. It’s all in God’s Word, the Holy Bible. Reading that can let you

know who we are, what we choose to be (God’s adopted or Satan’s seed), earth is

where we are and the playing field for becoming His or not. When one comes to

know God and who they are then nothing shall be hidden from them. Until they read

for themselves they won’t know the hidden truths contained in His Word so they

stay ignorant of the truth about themselves.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Gram Jan 3

The Bible has been hijacked along with everything else:

The Christian Mysteries - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0TwMQLZYVw
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Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

But but but "the science is settled" - lol. I can barely type that without seismic

laughter interrupting it. Can you imagine the absolute HUBRIS of the WEF crew &

their minions, including WHO and the WHO-villes, all spouting the same idiotic

phrase? As if those of us with a functioning brain would just accept it? "Settled

science." Hahahahahahahaa! Thank you for counteracting that with mind-

expanding reality, which is, we still don't know what we don't know, and every

discovery is still amazing and exciting.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Gram Jan 3

WHO and WHO-villes, hahaha! Klaus Schwab looks like The Grinch!

https://i.imgflip.com/5xk0wg.png
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Karen Monaghan Dec 25, 2023

This is an amazing explanation of a deeply mysterious and esoteric subject. How anyone

can read this- take it in- and still say there is ‘no God or Master Creator’ is beyond my

understanding. Dr. John Upledger the MD/ Osteopath who ‘fathered’ CranioSacral

Therapy wrote ‘Cell Talk’ which is an incredible and accessible book about the

intelligence behind the operation of one human cell. We really understand very little

about the thing we call life.

Merry Christmas.

LIKE (22) REPLY (1) SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… Dec 25, 2023

It's also okay to say, I can't know about pieces.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dan Writes The path is here Dec 24, 2023

The vortex concept is also known as “helical heart”, with plenty of links for short and long

YT clips.

In Oriental traditions, the heart is the energy center associated with the sense of touch,

physical and figurative, direct and remote. “Touched my heart”, “it’s touching” or “touchy”

gain new meanings. As does “heart to heart communication”.

We may need to update a lot of our knowledge.

LIKE (18) REPLY (1) SHARE

Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

A lot of our knowledge got destroyed in the past 100 years with the attack on

homeopathy and naturopathy, to make way for BIG medicine and BIG pharma. Look

where we are now, with people more diseased than ever. And all by design. Until we

say 'no more' I suppose.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Dan Writes The path is here Dec 28, 2023

By calling them “big”, you make them BIG. It’s one of the most subtle

subversions.

Knowledge is always changing. Some parts of it got outdated, some are

coming into existence, and the rest needs updating courtesy of these two. No

reason to lament. In the bigger picture, things are always as they should be

(that is according to the lullaby which we like to repeat to ourselves). And if not,

so what? Our time here is limited, anyway.

Still, everybody has the right to say “no more”. And almost everybody does.

Silently, so that nobody could hear it.

The end is near. The end of the year, of course. May we all make the next year a

better and more fulfilling, in the best interests of those concerned.
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better and more fulfilling, in the best interests of those concerned.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Joe in Missouri Dec 24, 2023 · edited Dec 24, 2023 Liked by Greg Reese

A very good read that covers much of what Greg's talk discusses:

Human Heart, Cosmic Heart: A Doctor’s Quest to Understand, Treat, and Prevent

Cardiovascular Disease

by Dr. Thomas Cowan,

https://www.amazon.com/Human-Heart-Cosmic-Understand-Cardiovascular-

ebook/dp/B01M8LGF97

Thanks for throwing that transmutation of elements in Greg. I forgot that Cowan touched

on it.

Sayer Ji goes into a little more detail on biological transmutation of elements in his new

book:

Regenerate: Unlocking Your Body's Radical Resilience through the New Biology

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1401965261
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Quill Cross Writes Quill Cross News Dec 24, 2023 Liked by Greg Reese

Orbitally rearranged monoatomic elements. Have you read Laurence Gardner’s “Lost

Secrets of the Ancient Ark?”

LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Solo Writes Solo’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Laurence Gardner

https://t.me/basedness/1844 

➡🎄➡
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KW NORTON Writes KW Norton Borders Dec 24, 2023

Great post. Thinking of the physiologist Galen and his observations on the heart is a

vortex. Amazing developmental biology on the formation of the fetal heart from the

rhythmic pulse of the mother’s heart beat - as a tiny but perfect vortex.
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jonsmason Writes jonsmason’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Very nice work. Always learning , understanding.

Psalm 16:8,9. 'I have set the Lord always before me : because HE is at my right hand I

shall not be moved. ⁹Therefore my heart is glad and my glory rejoiceth ; my flesh also

shall rest in hope".
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Bengie Dec 25, 2023

This is the Psalm that came to mind as I watched Greg's video: "I will praise thee; for

I am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvellous are thy works; and that my soul

knoweth right well." KJV Psalm 139: 14
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Josie Dec 25, 2023

"But as for me, I will always have hope." ~ Psalm 71:14
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Kellzilla Dec 25, 2023

Oh i just wake up my eye are still sticky(8:00am)

Such a peaceful report while watching , with a smile , i was expecting a cut to Alexa

gravity fed water filter ! Hahahahaha The spark of life , the perfect place to end the report

! 

😎

 A+++

Merry Christmas everyone , don't let the negative ninnies pollute your precious bodily

Fluids.
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Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

O.P.E.!
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Garrett Smith Dec 25, 2023 · edited Dec 25, 2023

Magnetic water documentary

https://youtu.be/LZj4pSZj8Q4?si=jzB-ASkMNJAYLRO9

Water has memory documentary

https://youtu.be/R8VyUsVOic0?si=DEsq9Goj61JGUMzU
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Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… Dec 25, 2023

Thanks Garrett
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SOG Dec 24, 2023

This video sums up the podcast you made about the subject so well! Fantastic job as

usual 

🙌

 You are very skilled at condensing information and it makes videos like these so

enjoyable to watch.
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Healingroze Earthwise Dec 25, 2023

No wonder the Powers That Shouldn’t Be want to keep us from each other; want to

shield us from the sun; keep polluting our water and soils. No more! Stand up people;

take back your true power, the Power of the Heart! The Frequency of Love! 

❤
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Blue Electric Storm Writes Laughing’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

the six feet apart was to create individual microwaveable targets
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Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

Also, it's the distance at which we can't detect the power of the others'

heartbeats. All by design.
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Mary Ann Gonzales Dec 25, 2023

Thank you for sharing your gifts to us all, Greg. You are a blessing!

Merry Christmas

🎄
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Fritz Freud Writes Fritz’s Freud Dec 25, 2023

I am afraid to say that you are fundamentally wrong.

Yes Water is alive and yes it is structured and yes victor Schauberger was right...

But so was Wilhelm Reich!

And so am I.

First of all Wilhelm Reich found Scientific Proof of Qi (Orgone).

Which means that your fundamental worldview is wrong.

Fundamentally the Universe is alive as one entity... we are a product of a living Universe.

Life is infinite and has infinite forms as well as no form at all... just like water.

Our Heart is the Heart of an Animal and it is also a thinking Organ.

The Heart Communicates with the Organs by the Language of feelings... up equal

down... happy ok sad... full ok empty... and so on...

The Body itself is both Generator and motor... We walk using Kinetic Energy converted

into Bioelectric Energy which is also at the same time communication with the heart

about the status of the Organ.

Because if there is something wrong... you body lets you feel it... and you feel it in your

heart.

Feeling good is the most important thing... feeling good not by outside forces but by the

fact that you carry no burden no negativity with you.

That feeling is ZEN.

It is the best Feeling and once you realize that most of what you do is standing in your

own way... the path is clear.
Expand full comment
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Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

Interesting and thought-provoking comment, but I wonder why you say the author is

fundamentally wrong? It sounds like you are at least in large part in accord. And that

you are both discussion separate things in part, as well.
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SoundDoctrineTruth Writes SoundDoctrineTruth Dec 25, 2023 · edited Dec 25, 2023

In your article Greg, there is zero mention of God, the Creator of all things. Instead, you

mention Plato and other goof balls that you are putting on a pedestal.

What you said, quoting you: “And in order to keep the flow strong and healthy, our best

medicine is to connect to the earth, get sunlight, love ourselves, and love one another

with physical touch.”

Where is God? Why did you not mention Him FIRST before everything you said?

Clearly, you must be the child of the devil and a “new ager” where you teach doctrines of

demons and the sheeple follow.

I do not put up with this kind of utter garbage.

I am not here to please man, I am here to please God Almighty, He comes First in my life,

without Him, I am nothing.

Just remember, pride comes before a fall.

God Almighty created us mankind and He gets ALL the glory, honor and power in

everything FIRST.

You are giving power to pathetic “philosophers” that don’t merit credit, they are losers!

This article is messed up and so are you!

If anyone takes offense in what I have shared, it’s because you also are a child of the

devil, now you know why.

I will not put up with this, I will rebuke where needed.

Jesus Christ was NOT born on December 25th.

Christmas is a pagan, demonic, satanic worship holiday.

https://open.substack.com/pub/sounddoctrinetruth/p/the-pagan-roots-of-christmas?

r=2u7tts&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Lickyouallover25cents Dec 25, 2023 · edited Dec 25, 2023

What We Celebrate at Christmas

“And [Joseph] knew her [Mary] not till she had brought forth her firstborn son: and

he called his name JESUS.” (Matthew 1:25)

The actual birthday of Jesus was sometime in the fall (September or October)

rather than in December. The date is of lesser consequence, however, than the

reason for the celebration (Isaiah 1:18). Heaven itself celebrated the birth (Luke 2:8-

14). And after the shepherds got over their fear, they couldn’t stop telling the news.

Then there were the wise men from the east who came to worship the one “born

king of the Jews” (Matthew 2:1-2). They got there well after the birth, having put

their lives on hold, and willingly gave of their time and treasures to honor this great

King while they rejoiced with “exceeding great joy” (Matthew 2:10). Surely all

Christians should worship and rejoice as well as open our treasuries when we

celebrate Christ’s birth.

But if we just focus on the birth, we may miss the greatest reason for the

commemoration. After all, there was nothing uncommon about the physical

process. But the conception, now that was miraculous (Luke 1:35)! The eternal

“Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us” (John 1:14). The great Creator and Son

of God, “foreordained before the foundation of the world” (1 Peter 1:20), submitted

to the will of the Father and “made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the

form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men” (Philippians 2:7). That was

why heaven celebrated.

Counting back nine months from around September puts us pretty close to the end

of the previous December. Perhaps our sovereign God has orchestrated events so

that we would celebrate the real miracle of the conception: “God with us” (Matthew

1:23). HMM III
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Lisa Thomas Dec 25, 2023

Reading this makes me think of Dana Carvey's Church Lady skits on SNL. I could

possibly be a child of the devil, I'm not gonna deny...
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Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

PRIDE definitely precedes the fall.

Anyone? What is the biggest celebration, now stretching into a months-long

extravaganza in our present times?
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Wiesje Dec 25, 2023

That unfolded heart vortex is awesome!
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LivExcitingNow Dec 24, 2023

I LOVE 

❤

 this thank you 

🙏
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Johane Andrews Dec 25, 2023

Thank you for the last two videos! I loved that you focused on love! And I apologize for

those comments that were negative. My guess is that loving thoughts should be

practised by everyone (especially to those who help us see the bright side of life like you

do). Isn't this a great forum where we can demonstrate these loving feelings and help

make this world a better place with our positive vibes!!! I feel especially blessed to have

The Reese Report and its community of wonderful people that continue to provide us

hope that the goodness of humanity will win the day!!! For everyone out there, I extend to

you loads of love and hugs!
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Blue Electric Storm Writes Laughing’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Thank you. Make sure you get out on the street everyday and extend that to all you

meet, especially those who are most "unlike" you.

The "other side of the tracks", you know?
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Vida Galore Dec 28, 2023

Is that what you do yourself? If so, kudos to you.
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Ann Bouchard Writes Ann’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Also there is research done that shows the heart has brain cells in it and is smarter that

the human brain.
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Blue Electric Storm Writes Laughing’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

In "The Sunshine of The Spotless Mind," movie, what remembers?

The hearts.

"You will forget what a person said, and forget what they did, yet not ever forget how

they made you feel."

Children don't talk themselves out of their gut feelings until forced to. Some can't be

forced.
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Ann Bouchard Writes Ann’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

The research done by Gregg Braeden.
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Ann Bouchard Writes Ann’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

Amen
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Lickyouallover25cents Dec 25, 2023

More information every day that points to a Creator as complex systems do not self

assemble.
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Ace Dec 25, 2023 · edited Dec 25, 2023

Hi Greg,

This is a master stroke!

All textbooks need revisions immediately.

I certainly require loving thoughts and words to thrive otherwise I feel my energy waning.

In this note I'm bringing forward the tea theme. I heard you say that you're on the road

now. Be safe.
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Norma Ayuso Dec 25, 2023

The soul is in the heart- music rhythm dancing moving loving and all beautiful things that

make life beautiful is in the heart . United the power of hearts can do wonders because it

transcends the physical world into the spiritual cosmos and greater than the universe.
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Kyus2001 Dec 25, 2023

Each of your organs have a separate biosignature.

Dr. Ibrahim Karim and Dr Robert Gilbert have shared this in its true form,

Biogeometry.

https://youtu.be/SLEm9xIEVug
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Hydrogen Garage Writes Hydrogen’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Merry Christmas everyone. Thanks Greg for another good video. Look up the

WaterSmacker.com it follows this video's science and will help your body stay alive, with

all these viruses in spike protieins (breathe of vaxxed people) and now "hydrogel" in

cabal manufactured food, that most of us eat. Antioxidant drinking water that is micro

clustered and (-) charged from non-hertzian energy and the Schumann frequency is

apart of it.
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Tim Minnich Dec 25, 2023

AWESOME Video, Greg. Thank you! Just ordered Dr. Cowen's book. Already have and

read Greg Pollack's and Masaru Emoto's books you have referenced. My reading list

grows much faster than my "having read" list, LOL.

Above all, MERRY CHRISTMAS!!
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JudyC Dec 25, 2023

Great post, Greg! Those interested in this fascinating subject should check out the

substack The Forgotten Side of Medicine by The Midwestern Doctor. He had many very

interesting posts of the water in our bodies and its relationship to our heart and how

water moves through the body. I learned a ton from this doctor and my health has

improved significantly by what I learned. Here’s a sampling of 2 of his articles on the

subject. This is my Christmas present to all of you!

https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/what-causes-water-to-move-inside?

r=15h3io&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web

https://www.midwesterndoctor.com/p/how-the-heart-controls-exactly-where?

r=15h3io&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… Dec 25, 2023

Thanks for the links I haven't read their work in awhile. I've the thought the

midwestern doctor is a woman.
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JudyC Dec 25, 2023

I believe it’s Dr. John Campbell if I’m not mistaken. Been a long time since I

looked into that and many substacks later! Anyway, great info on that substack

about health, politics and so much more! Enjoy!
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Lisa Thomas Dec 25, 2023

No way is it Dr. John Campbell if we're thinking of the same Dr. John

Campbell. He's not an MD, he's a PHD of nursing and he's not from the

Midwest. I kinda think it's a woman too.
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JudyC Dec 26, 2023

You very well may be right. I was speaking from memory, which has

been a bit overloaded with information over this last year so it’s likely

my memory was faulty! Thanks for keeping me straight!
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Lisa Thomas Dec 26, 2023

So much information is hard to keep

Track of...I know the Midwestern doctor wants to remain

anonymous and the other one is always popping up on

YouTube. I do subscribe to the Midwestern doctor but I'm not

sure if I'm a subscriber to Dr. John Campbell. I don't really like

him in spite of his British accent, hehehe, always liked Vernon

Coleman better ( old man in a chair).
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JudyC Dec 27, 2023

Haha, you made me chuckle!
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Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… Dec 25, 2023 ·

edited Dec 25, 2023

Oh, interesting
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Crosby Guy Dec 29, 2023

I'm a gold refining artist, I've used the vortex to separate microscopic gold that

prospectors and miners leave unrecovered. I get it from the sand, it's a cyclonic jar and a

corrugated tube, anyone can catch a nugget, but I get the fine dust, all of it.
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Proberta Writes Proberta’s Substack Dec 30, 2023

That is fascinating Crosby!

Did you design the separator yourself?
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RuachPneuma Dec 26, 2023

No coincidence; “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your

soul and with all your strength and with all your mind, and your neighbor as yourself.” (Lk

10:27)

Often mistaken to be the two great commandments, it is actually comprised of three - we

are to love God, and our neighbor. It is impossible to do the latter devoid from loving

oneself. Love God, love yourself, love your neighbor.
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Fayanne Dec 26, 2023

Amen
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Donna Dec 25, 2023

I love these paths you have been going down lately Greg! This is my all-time favorite of

your videos. Tomorrow I will watch again and pause to read every frame with text.
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Blue Electric Storm Writes Laughing’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Thank you, Greg, this is beautiful.

I hope folks begin to understand and accept that all the serpent symbology throughout
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I hope folks begin to understand and accept that all the serpent symbology throughout

the "myths" and the ages are simply a representation of this electrical universe truth. The

coiling , the two poled currents / the spiralling two serpents, and the plasma fields

/hoods.

Thunderbolts Project/Electric Universe is where it's at. Mind - lifting fresh air.
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Ryan Clouston Dec 25, 2023

There are new clouds above new zealand. They look like ripples in the highest layer of

clouds. It seems to me it's from a frequency.

I'm wondering if this frequency would effect our blood.

Thanks for the awesome work you do mate

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Donna Dec 25, 2023

That's really sad. I lived in NZ for 22 years. It sounds like the type of cloud

formations that result from them super-heating the ionosphere. I learned about this

from Elana Freeland, who wrote, among many other books, Under an Ionized Sky.

https://amzn.to/3RT0Qjc

She has done lots of video interviews too. It seems the best place to see them is on

her Odysee channel https://odysee.com/@elanafreeland:2?view=content

Her website is here: https://www.elanafreeland.com/

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Ryan Clouston Dec 27, 2023

Wow my brain just blew up after watching that. Definitely what she is talking

about
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Donna Dec 27, 2023

So sad that New Zealand is being targeted. I don't think anyplace is safe

from these demons. And why they are doing extreme things like that and

many more which harm the environment, all the time, all over the Earth,

they are trying to convince us that we are the ones destroying the

environment and we need to give up our cars, live in 15 minute cities

(open jails), stop eating meat, stop eating real food grown in the ground,

stop going out into nature. Meanwhile they fly around in their private jets,

cruise in their huge private yachts (what kind of fuel mileage do they

get?), get whatever they want shipped from where ever, and eat the best

organic food grown on their private properties. While telling us we need to

own nothing, eat bugs, shut up and be happy about it.

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

Ryan Clouston Dec 27, 2023

They don't like us. I live on the east coast of Mahia Peninsula 20 meters

from the high tide mark. Some days I can see these 'haarp clouds

covering from here to the east cape...

We should only be outside if we wear knights Armor made of lead

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Ryan Clouston Dec 26, 2023

Thank you Donna, i will check out the links youve shared

If I write Haarp clouds into Google, there are pics of these same clouds...

Hopefully we all manage to raise our own frequencies enough to pass through

this NET of frequency They have above us on our way to heaven

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Donna Dec 27, 2023

I too think that raising our frequency, each of us on an individual level will

have an effect. What frequencies harm us depends on our own frequency.

Royal Raymond Rife used that to target parasites in human bodies without

harming the human body. If you look into Rife technology, that's a

fascinating thing in itself. But sadly the men in the black suits from the

government destroyed him and allegedly all of his journals and

equipment. I think they actually steal the technology and study it see if

they can use it as weapons.
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Honeybee Writes Honeybee’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

I didn't expect any Christmas presents but am shocked to have received some. This

video was one. I'll have to study the video until I fully understand and incorporate it into

my spiritual perception of the world. Merry Christmas to all!!!
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Cynthia Hutchison Writes Cynthia’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Yes, Greg! You are right on! I have been in anthroposophy for 35 years and have studied

Steiner‘s work . My daughters all went to Waldorf schools. Sacred geometry is a path of

healing for us. Dr. Imoto‘s work is gold in itself!! Not Yes, the heart is not a pump. Thank

you so much for this valuable video.I would love to connect with you on this.. God bless

you for all your good work in the world. We love and appreciate you.
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Proberta Writes Proberta’s Substack Dec 27, 2023

Well done you Cynthia!

I LOVE Waldorfians! ;)

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

TJ Dec 25, 2023

Beautiful article and awesome video Greg, Thank you and a VERY Happy Christmas to

you...

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Latasha Dec 25, 2023

I knew that the heart was pumped by the blood but the stuff about gold I didn’t know. It is

all very fascinating.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Valora Kilby Dec 25, 2023

I believe we will have that we not only have gold in our bodies, but a number of

elements that one finds on the periodic table. Obviously, everything in our world has

a purpose and what we know about our bodies and their connection with the natural

world is very, very, little. We tend to compartmentalize rather than look at the entire

picture. We are on the cusp of many great realizations.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Dennis Brown Dec 25, 2023

Thanks for your keen insights Mr. Reese
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Justin daws Dec 25, 2023

You are freaking me out! I'm strangely comfortable with this article.

Thanks Greg!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… Dec 25, 2023

Why does it freak you out?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Justin daws Dec 25, 2023

It's connecting a lot of questions with potential answers...so I'm excited 

😁

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan… Dec 25, 2023

I guess for me I feel this inner wisdom that guides me so beautifully. So

when I come across other's work that is more scientific in nature, it

explains things I feel intuitively. It's a lovely coming together, a deepening.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Justin daws Dec 25, 2023

Prescience - a word I can't forget from reading the Dune trilogy by

Frank Herbert.

In this story the term was commonly used to describe the ability to

see into both the past, present and future.

Science-

The original notion in the Latin verb probably is "to separate one

thing from another, to distinguish,".

And pre, as " before".

So I guess " before", we were 'whole'... Not full of holes!

😥😂

I believe that inner wisdom/ Intuition to be inate to most aware

creatures has been stymied by toxins,- both psychological and

environmental poisoning of the temporary moulds that we are

currently encased in.

This is an awesome time to be alive... If one can overcome fear, clarity

and power- in that order!

😁

LIKE (2) REPLY (4) SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan…

Dec 25, 2023

"I believe that inner wisdom/ Intuition to be inate to most aware

creatures has been stymied by toxins,- both psychological and

environmental poisoning of the temporary moulds that we are

currently encased in."

I think we are gifted to heal ourselves and each other in such

simple ways. Greg spoke to touch with another. But we can also

use healing touch with ourselves in a variety of ways.

Our voices can resonate with each other and be very healing.

(that feeling of coming home, slipping into balance)

We can also use our voices to move vibration through our

bodies (song, sound) Some use frequency machines. But we

can do this more simply with ourselves.

And I wonder if it combats the many toxins we are exposed to.

Definitely the psychological ones, but maybe the environmental

ones as well?

I don't think we are 'their' prey in the way we think we are. But

this is just me wondering.
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Gram Jan 3

To overcome fear, focus on your divine design, i.e. intuition,

imagination, empathy.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan…

Dec 25, 2023

"Science-

The original notion in the Latin verb probably is "to separate one

thing from another, to distinguish,"."

Interesting

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan…

Dec 25, 2023

I don't know, I am dealing with intense grief.

Fear itself can sometimes just be asking me to attend to

something. (I'm off grid and get snowed in)

Overcome clarity and power, or come into clarity and power?

I think about the idea of being in a creative flow, especially with

words. When I write a particular way and after, at times, there

are many layers that speak to me that I wasn't really aware of

until after I wrote. As if I am channeling something. It's

interesting, curious, prescient?

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Gram Jan 3

Elizabeth - I recently read that grief is love with nowhere to

go.

Blessings dear one. Be gentle with yourself and keep your

heart and eyes open.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan…

Jan 3

Thank you Gram, interesting perspective.

I'm very gentle with myself, thank you 

❤

.

Heart and eyes open, a nice way to phrase it.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Valora Kilby Dec 25, 2023

Elizabeth, you are channeling your essence, the entirety of

self.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Elizabeth Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan…

Dec 25, 2023

Thanks for this perspective Valora.

It's very kind of you.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Valora Kilby Dec 26, 2023

I experience the same when I am writing.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Elizabeth

Writes Dangling Over The Edge of Insan…

Dec 26, 2023

Oh, thanks for telling me. It means a lot to

me.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Gram Jan 3

This came into my mind/heart: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZn9QZykx10

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

ArtemisForestFairy Writes ArtemisForestFairy’s Newsletter Jan 1

Leonardo DaVinci also realized the heart was a vortex. very glad we can see it for what it

is, thank you.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jeff Maki Jan 1

Fantastic discovery!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Proberta Writes Proberta’s Substack Dec 30, 2023

This reminds me of Near Death Experiencers that told how as they were hovering above

their body, seeing that everyone in the room was connected to each other by "Light

cords" that appeared to be emanating from the heart.

When Don Juan was explaining to Carlos Castaneda that everything and everyone is

connected by these energetic cords coming from the solar plexis, he called them

"Luminous fibers".

I've also seen them called Golden Threads.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Martin Melendez Writes Martin’s Substack Dec 30, 2023

This is a quantum leap forward. It supports the magnetic field concept of the human

heart. We live in an electric universe, inside and out.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

john barker Writes john’s Substack Dec 29, 2023

“ In Buddhism the Heart Sutra teaches emptiness through the epitome of compassion. It

is often said that, in a sense, emptiness is the heart of the Mahayana, but the heart of

emptiness is compassion. The scriptures even use the phrase “emptiness with a heart of

compassion.” It is crucial to never forget that”

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Barbara Dec 28, 2023

How lucky are we to have living feeling beating hearts! How lucky indeed!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Gram Jan 3

Walking miracles, really!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Fayanne Dec 26, 2023

Somebody made the comment that this is their favourite of all your videos. I have to

agree. I hope this leads to more rabbit holes and a massive, spiritual awakening.

As above, so below

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Luís Rodrigues Coelho Dec 25, 2023

Unfortunately what Greg is talking about is a pagan doctrine. The doctrine that all

humans are born with a divine spark hidden in the 'heart', which can be found after one

engages in a journey of discovery. It's the pagan doctrine which says that humans can

'become gods'.

Have you noticed how so many people nowadays do that 'heart' hand gesture? Yep,

most don't discern this truth, but they're doing a pagan hand sign which means man can

'become like gods'!!!

Rudolf Steiner was a pagan, a esoterist therefore an occultist; He was an inspiration for

Robert Plant, the singer of the occultists Led Zeppelin.

Incredible how so many people follow pagan doctrines and traditions without even

knowing it's paganism.

LIKE (1) REPLY (5) SHARE

Valora Kilby Dec 25, 2023

Perhaps the information that they share is applicable, throwing aside the "pagan"

philosophy. Open minds build a more expansive world.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Proberta Writes Proberta’s Substack Dec 28, 2023

"throwing aside the 'pagan' philosophy"

But what IS the pagan philosophy?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Mike H Writes ShortOnTime Newsletter Dec 29, 2023

Uh...no...actually Greg was talking about the physics of the heart and how electricity

plays a vital role in our body. I understand the overlap you are describing but you just

took it a little too far.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Proberta Writes Proberta’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

"Incredible how so many people follow pagan doctrines and traditions without even

knowing it's paganism."

Yes Luis, but not as many people as follow the Bible without realizing that the

llluminati wrote the Bible!

And the Talmud, and the Quaran, and the Torah, and, and, and.........

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Luís Rodrigues Coelho Dec 26, 2023

The "illuminati" wrote the bible? Do you realize how distorted that is at every

single level?

While the bible was written 2000 years ago, the 'illuminati' was founded on the

1st of may 1776 and its existence was very brief. It ceased to exist in late 18th

century when most members were caught by the bavarian authorities - the

remaining member went further underground, and started infiltrating

freemasonry.

The koran only started to exist after 600 AD, the year of its birth. As for the

Babylonian Talmud of judaism/pharisaism, although its birth was during the

j€ws' exile in Babylon, from 598/7 to 587/6 bce, ending in 538 bce, existing in

its oral tradition, it was only started putting in writing centuries after Christ.

It's not any "illuminati" who is behind the world conspiracy and most evils in

the world, but a synagogue of satan composed of j€wi$h luciferian cabalists.

I sincerely cannot even imagine on where you got that idea that the 'illuminati'

wrote the bible.

🙄

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Proberta Writes Proberta’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

Sorry Luis, but I don't debate religion, because the llluminati created the

religions.

The llluminati in ALL their iterations throughout history, the Knights of

Malta, the Brotherhood of the Snake, the Black Nobility, etc, etc, have

been mining the Earth for millenia. They run this entire planet.

Religion is one of their primary systems to control the masses.

Religion = 'to re-bind, to tie'.

To control.

Religion is specifically designed to control the masses by keeping us

ignorant, divided, and obedient.

All you have to do is do the math Luis. This entire planet is run by 13

bloodlines. 13 bloodlines of pure satanic eviI, and they control

EVERYTHING.

Which is how a proportionately small number of individuals can control a

population of 7billion humans. By controlling EVERYTHING.

We are Their labor force.

We speak the language THEY gave us.

We learn what THEY teach us.

We image ourselves by the history THEY showed us.

We perceive our World as THEY explained it to us.

We behave the way THEY trained us.

And we believed what THEY told us to believe.

Do the math Luis. There are roughly 800 of them and 7billion of us. Did

you really think they were going to give us a religion that would empower

us?

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Gram Jan 3

Actual Christ-consciousness, the words and life of Christ are far from modern

'Christianity', which has been hijacked and distorted in order to disempower us from

our divine design, to dull our divine spark.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Blue Electric Storm Writes Laughing’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

You got some kinda freak out going regarding the word "pagan"?

What's it mean? What's it's etymology? Do you know?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jefferson Dec 25, 2023

As always, fascinating report Greg! Fascinations by Greg Reese

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Paul F. Dec 25, 2023
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Paul F. Dec 25, 2023

That has got to be the most fascinating report I have seen in a long time. Shared it to

GAB.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Carlé Ban the AI Writes Carlé’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Thanks you to put this beautiful description of the magic of our sacred life, on the table of

Christmas.

So important to remember. So important to remember how much cosmical meaning has

every one life on earth. When we wil integrate this wissdom to ALL our activitys, and stop

the hate and the genocidal impetus where the shadowy ones always fin the way to drive

people to?

We must re-learn biology.....and ethics.
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Neo Writes Neo’s Newsletter Dec 25, 2023

https://youtu.be/UlEaYhLXSNQ?si=zhOYkdmsmHXNATCH

In this production, we can see the evil plots involved to suppressed the English

translation of the King James Bible.

"This exciting documentary unfolds the fascinating "untold" history of the Bible,

revealing critical information often overlooked in modern histories. Enter into a World of

saints and martyrs battling against spies, assassins and wolves in sheep's clothing.

Learn the stories of valiant warriors of faith, such as John Wycliffe, William Tyndale,

Martin Luther, the ancient Waldenses, Albigenses, etc."

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

John Stewart Dec 25, 2023

He was conceived by the union of divine grace and human disgrace. He who breathed

the breath of life into the first man is now Himself a man breathing His first breath. The

King of kings now sleeping in a cow-pen. The Creator of oceans and seas and rivers

afloat in the womb of His mother. God sucking His thumb. The Alpha and Omega

learning His multiplication tables. He who was once surrounded by the glorious

stereophonic praise of adoring angels now hears the lowing of cattle, the bleating of

sheep, the stammering of bewildering shepherds. He who spoke the universe into being

now coos and cries. Omniscient Deity counting His toes… From the robes of eternal glory

to the rags of swaddling clothes. The omnipresent Spirit, whose being fills the galaxies,

confined to the womb of a peasant girl. Infinite power learning to crawl.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mary Ann Gonzales Dec 25, 2023

This is beautiful. If the Bible teaches us anything, it is to be humble. Before Jesus

learned how to walk and talk, he had already brought with him an over abundance of

humility - out of pure love.

He left the riches and comfort of heaven to come live among a broken people in this

broken dimension we call earth to give us a roadmap to His riches in heaven.

Not many “wealthy” humans would do such a thing. Leave their wealth behind? to

live with poor people? and show them how to be rich? Nah

In the end, every knee shall bow to the Lord of Lord, King of Kings 

👑
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John Stewart Dec 25, 2023

"And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him

was called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war.

His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head were many crowns; and he

had a name written, that no man knew, but he himself.

And he was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is called The

Word of God.

And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed

in fine linen, white and clean.

And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the

nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he treadeth the

winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God.

And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, King Of Kings, And

Lord Of Lords.

And I saw an angel standing in the sun; and he cried with a loud voice, saying

to all the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven, Come and gather yourselves

together unto the supper of the great God;

That ye may eat the flesh of kings, and the flesh of captains, and the flesh of

mighty men, and the flesh of horses, and of them that sit on them, and the

flesh of all men, both free and bond, both small and great.

And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered

together to make war against him that sat on the horse, and against his army.

And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought miraclesExpand full comment
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Carol Dec 25, 2023 · edited Dec 25, 2023

I read about monatomic gold several years ago. Now I have another “perspective”. We

read about how the members of the ancient “elite" bloodlines (human hybrids?) had

really long life spans; according to Lawrence Gardner, this was attributed to ingesting the

menstrual blood of the Anunnaki goddesses. In other words, the key was in the blood.

(Question: who are the Elohim and why the constant use of the prefix El-?)

However, over time (after the “gods” departed Earth, went underground or inter-

dimensionlly), there was no longer any access to the “menstrual blood” of the

“goddesses”. Supposedly white powder was used as a substitute.

Then, again, over time, the secrets of the white powder were lost as well and didn’t

reappear into the public consciousness supposedly due to the discoveries of David

Hudson.

Today we hear all about how the “elite” want to extend their life spans through ingesting

the blood of young people. Is this a way to access the monotonic gold in human blood? Is

this why the "clot shots" were created to pollute the blood?

It kind of gives us a new “spin” about adrenochrome. It this simply the “best the “elite”

can do” since they are not fully human (hybrids)?

Just speculating.

I can't prove how much of this article is true or accurate; but I found it curious that Dr.

Thomas Cowan (whom I have been following through the scamdemic) would conclude

that human blood contains monatomic gold). It puts a new perspective on what it means

to become a "light" being or ways we can use to raise our consciousnesses.

We humans have the ability to create this "white gold" within ourselves without the use

of outside agents thorough our "cosmic hearts" and structured water, Sunlight and the
Expand full comment
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Carol Dec 25, 2023

I forgot to include the link:

MONATOMICS

https://monatomic-orme.com/about-orme/

“The furnace laboratories were not only used to provide food for the light-bodies of

the pharaohs in the Star Fire tradition, but by use of the levitation potential, the

massive blocks of the pyramids could be easily moved into place. For, in fact, the

white powder is capable of bending space-time, providing for a gravitational

attraction of less than zero, and of transposing its weightlessness to a block of

stone.”
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Carol Dec 30, 2023

I have to ask who is really harvesting the blood of our children in those

underground bases. It is all really for the ELite human (hybrids?) bloodlines

only, or is it for their ELite masters? Are humans being farmed?
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Gram Jan 3

Have you heard about organ harvesting of the Falun Gong?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vumsFOfi5EY

The Chinese Dance Show, Shen Yun, is an outlet for them to expose their

persecution.
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Gram Jan 3

The 'elite' parasites absolutely know about this and live in underground cities --

with access to anything their 'hearts' desire.
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VIOYHDTYKIT Writes VIOYHDTYKIT’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

In other words the “spark of life” is the soul. It’s funny how atheists & agnostics will twist

themselves in knots to redescribe what most of us already know? Merry Christmas!
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Gram Jan 3

Awaken the Immortal Within describes this perfectly. Our immortal soul is immortal

and it is the spark within! https://archaix.gumroad.com/l/UFYjD
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VIOYHDTYKIT Writes VIOYHDTYKIT’s Substack Jan 3

Right. It’s like the “logos.” It also has been & will be

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Valora Kilby Dec 25, 2023

Spark of life=the God spark.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

DAVID NICHOLS Dec 25, 2023

Excellent Greg ! Thank You ! Merry Christmas !!! P.S.....Perhaps future GR vids will talk

about the meta-physical spiritual ancient beliefs side of the heart ??? The side mystics

have pondered for centuries???
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Jerry Dec 25, 2023

Thank you Greg
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Olaf Tryggvasson Writes Olaf’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

https://olaftryggvasson.substack.com/p/west-and-the-chinese-wisdom-and-living
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Paul Dec 25, 2023

"The heart itself is a vortex of tissue. It is not a pump, it is a vortex machine."

~ Flesh & Blood, Greg Reese

THE TRANSFORMATION OF LIGHTS

CENTRIPETAL 2 CENTRIFUGAL

OUTER ENTERS IN,

IN INFRA-RED,

RADIATES FEEDING OUT,

IN SUPRA-CRIMSON LED.

GOLDEN GARGANTUAN G.

EVER-EXPANDING ENERGIES 

♥

🎄

Merry Christmas !!

🎄
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Clem Dec 25, 2023

I'm thrilled that you're talking about this, Mark. I had almost forgotten.

Sit back, let go of all your predetermined beliefs and think about what Mr. Reese is

explaining. It wasn't that long ago that germs were mad science. I'm convinced of this

concept. I think it makes more sense. The heart probably controls the pressure in the

vascular system as well as does a bladder in an expansion tank.
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Horius Parry Writes Horius Parry Jan 12

Blood is propelled around the system via energetic vortices and magnetic scalar waves.

The red blood cells are created in the Golden Ratio which is the ideal proportion for such

scalar waves

Similar waves are absorbed via the lungs for additional energy

https://library-of-atlantis.com/2024/01/12/blood-flow-and-scalar-waves/
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Sober Chistian Gentleman Writes Sober Christian Gentleman Podca… Jan 7

You might appreciate this Podcast:

https://open.substack.com/pub/soberchristiangentlemanpodcast/p/s2-ep2-scgp-the-

government-deception?

r=31s3eo&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web&showWelcome=true
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RG Farm Jan 6

ok ok i signed in, great email... i think i was already signed in? is this some marketing

thing? lol don't care GREAT CONTENT! tyvm reese =S=
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Johnny Dollar Writes The Goolag Jan 4

Interesting. Newton, as I understand it, spent more of his time on alchemy than

academics. Several great historical figures were alchemists including Magnus,

Paracelsus, and Brahe. These weren't stupid men.
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OyezOyez Tribune Writes OyezOyez Jan 3

Unbelievably astonishing ! Excellent
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RG Farm Jan 1

seen many, best so far... tyvm gr
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Crosby Guy Dec 30, 2023

Yes, many of them, over two decades.
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Hmmmmm Writes Hmmmmm’s Substack Dec 29, 2023

Incredible work, as is your gift. Yah willing, can you make mention of Julian Assange in a

future endeavor? https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/i-need-you-to-bring-me-home-

julian-assange-documentary/ blessings and shalom
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Bandit Dec 29, 2023

I have read about many of these things. I don't care if this is wrong, I love the theory!
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Neo Writes Neo’s Newsletter Dec 29, 2023

Greg Reese will you be doing a report on the Jesuit Order, their oath of induction, what

John Adams, Napoleon, Samuel Morse, Abraham Lincoln said about them, how the

Jesuits are connected to world secret societies, and how people from house of

Rothschilds to Fauci\Trump\Biden\Newsom are connected?

Maybe start with this video for summary info?

https://youtu.be/HNz1R4flYqE?si=5B7SWguxcZwsuvXU

Bill Hughes - The Vatican's Role In The New World Order

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=fz87wRlbQX4

It's a subject that even Dr. Shiva doesn't talk about, but it's the elephant in the room. The

Knights of Malta created the American intelligence network, look at the founders of the

agencies.

Take a look at the works of these authors:

Samuel Morse (1791-1872; American inventor of the telegraph; author of the book

Foreign Conspiracy Against the Liberties of the United States, published 1841)

Dr. J. A. Wylie LL.D. (History of the Jesuits, published 1878)

Brigadier General Thomas M. Harris wrote the book, “Rome’s responsibility for the

assassination of Abraham Lincoln” – which exposes the work of the Jesuits.

Justin Fulton ("Washington in the Lap of Rome" published 1888)

Charles Chiniquy (former Roman Catholic priest, close friend of Abraham Lincoln)

Avro Manhattan (Vatican Billions, Vatican in World Politics)

Luther S. Kauffman (Romanism As A World Power)Expand full comment
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Not Me Writes Carol’s Newsletter Dec 28, 2023

This is extremely interesting. Keep science questions coming. A good question is better

than a thousand answers!
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Michael Sullivan Writes Michael’s Newsletter Dec 28, 2023

Greg, Can you do a video on heart transplant’s and why the one receiving the new heart

often takes on the characteristics (never an artist but becomes one, changes in music,

walk different, etc.) of the one who passed away and donated the heart? Cells (that have

this liquid gel?) have “memory” in them and does this explain the changes?

Also perhaps explain how this is different from the Transhumanist fiction that they can

download one’s spirit and grant “eternal life.”

I enjoyed this video on the heart. Perhaps explains why many who die and come back to

life describe the spirit bodies of individual’s being bright white or golden in color - one’s

spirit / energy - the “spark of life” “returning to God who made it.”
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Steve Stars Writes Steve’s Substack Dec 26, 2023

Very outstanding information! Thanks. We need to keep studying this.
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Alio McDavis Writes Alio’s Substack Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

No one dug into the nature of atmospheric energy as a life force like Wilhelm Reich with

his "Orgone Energy" cloud busters and cancer experiments. He named the "Charge-

Discharge-Relax" of "static energy" as "The Orgonomic Function" and yes, it is what

pulses every cell, every breath, every orgasm and every lightning strike.

The modern day New age "Orgone collector" trinkets have little or no relation to his real

work. The real work can be found in "The Cancer Biopathy", but few have the time or

intelligence to apply it.

That's OK. We'll still keep living anyway.
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Fayanne Dec 26, 2023

PS Regarding Rupis Negria, you know the so-called “elite” know this information to be

true. It is no coincidence that the largest most corrupt corporation in the world is called

Black Rock.
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Fayanne Dec 26, 2023 · edited Dec 26, 2023

Fantastic video Greg! when folks learn that the earth is a flat non-rotating earth and learn

about Rupis Negria and the vortex that exists, everything will start to make sense

As above so below
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Susan sullivan Dec 26, 2023

That is so interesting
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DragonG Dec 25, 2023

Learn something new every day.
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Jaywalker Dec 25, 2023

Then what?
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Michael Almen Dec 25, 2023

Another great one !!! Merry Christmas Greg
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Afshin Nejat Writes The Fifth Column Report Dec 25, 2023

It's useless, all of these insights, until you admit that "HE" was right.
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Blue Electric Storm Writes Laughing’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Show me his he-ness?
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John Dec 25, 2023

Bravo 

👏👏👏👏

 

🎊🎉🍾🥰🥰🙏🙏
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MJ F Dec 25, 2023

Excellent!!!
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Lisa T Dec 25, 2023

Fascinating!
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Michelle Dec 25, 2023

Chills 

💓

 Thank you Greg!
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Val Thor Dec 25, 2023

Only a creation from God.
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Paul F. Dec 25, 2023

Hi Greg, hope you see this. Using windows10, outlook email I wanted to send a copy to

my email. So I clicked email from the drop down menu of share and this is a screen shot.

Well screen shots do not work here in the comment box, but suffice it to say there in the

text area of the email were Chinese letters just over a line of them. Why would it come up

with that using yout link? Not sure there was a link involved, but how would I know? I

don't read Chinese, heck it might be mongolian or south vietnamese.

Funny because I got the Email above and tried to save it in my Reese folder and it did not

save, that's why I tried the email link. Most scientific discoveries are discovered by

accident. Could that have been a link to overseas to capture email addresses? As to why

one can only speculate. Maybe you are using a Chinese server or email. ???? Who

knows? In any event I thought you might want to know.
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Vonu Dec 25, 2023

Why does the heart make sounds called heartbeats if it doesn't contract in pumping

blood?
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Latasha Dec 25, 2023

It didn’t say the heart doesn’t beat. The heart obviously beats, as you mentioned it

can be heard, felt and seen. It’s saying the electrical charge of the structured water

in your blood is what causes the heart to beat. The vortex created by the heart

keeps the water structured and properly charged. We have known for some time the

heart on its own is not large enough to pump blood to the furthest and smallest

capillaries of the body. Hope that helps a little.
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Vonu Dec 25, 2023

Blood is pumped by peristalsis in distant vessels. Lymph is pumped by jostling

of the lymph glands.
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Gram Jan 3

The sound is the whoosh of blood/energy flow through the heart, it is not the heart
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Ready for more?

Subscribe

The sound is the whoosh of blood/energy flow through the heart, it is not the heart

itself.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Vonu Jan 3

So the contraction of a bag of muscle doesn't make a sound?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

AZ Fireflyer 

🔥✈

Dec 25, 2023

Absolutely fascinating. I just assumed that the text corresponded to the video until I saw

Van Zyl's comment, regarding Nazi research. It made me think of something.. there have

been recent interviews of a UFO "expert" (I think Dave Grusch) who had commented on

a UFO crash in France (I think) in the 30s. The French government contacted Germany,

and the evidence was collected. Did the Nazis gain something through this that fueled

their research in so many ways, and is that why they had so much advanced technology?

I'm sure there is more out there, I'm just now learning about it.

Thank you, Mr. Reese!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

60GigaHertz Writes 60GigaHertz Stops O2 in Human B… Dec 25, 2023

That theory works for me! And makes so much more sense than everything else we've

been fed. I'm going to think about 'spin' today. What happens to the human aura of a

ballerina when she spins at high speed? or a Sufi mystic?

I wish we could see a bigger chunk of the ElectroMagnetic Spectrum!! Then we would be

able to manage the energy flows around us for real.. And of course, now I wonder if we

always could but that ability was taken from us... My cat sees stuff I don't see...:)))))LOL!!

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Gram Jan 3

Perhaps a magic mushroom journey - with the intention/inquiry of learning/seeing

energy flows.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

60GigaHertz Writes 60GigaHertz Stops O2 in Human B… Jan 3

Hell yes!!:))))))))))) One never knows when they will turn up - but I will give it a

try when they do!!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Lynn Dec 25, 2023

Proverbs 25: 2 1599 Geneva Bible

"The glory of God is to conceal a secret: but the King's honor is to search out a thing."

LIKE REPLY SHARE

John Stewart Dec 25, 2023

...AND JESUS CHRIST CREATED IT, AS HE MUST BE INVITED IN IT BY FAITH ALONE...

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Gregory Dec 25, 2023

How did they get the "4 chambers / pumping" idea? Once you see that guy pulling the

heart apart and it's one long piece, it's obvious that it's not that.
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Solo Writes Solo’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

🎄

HAPPY CHRISTMAS MESSAGES IN WATER

https://mega.nz/folder/s3EQTAiL#xSk39E5UDqyqVVpHSJjl7g

LIKE REPLY SHARE

RebeccaccebeR Dec 25, 2023

Amazing.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

darla jean ferranti Dec 25, 2023

Amazing Christmas Gift of Knowledge.

I've been attracted to water falls throughout and asked; how does the water keep coming

and flowing so fast. We need all these elements daily and eliminate this covering of false

clouded environments. This Amazing Report is the amazing "SECRET" kept secret..

Cheers Greg Reese

🎉

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Thomas Brown Dec 25, 2023

Wow!! Mind blown.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Casey Dec 25, 2023

Merry Christmas Greg an honor to know you I love your videos thx!
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Olaf Tryggvasson Writes Olaf’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

https://olaftryggvasson.substack.com/p/west-and-the-chinese-wisdom-and-living

LIKE REPLY SHARE

MimaRN6 Dec 25, 2023

The Bible is clear that we are fearfully and wonderfully made. Psalm 139:14. I love all the

new and not so new discoveries that keep coming to light. We will never fully know the

intricacies of creation until we meet our Lord God Creator face to face. "They" have

hidden many truths from us. But God is All in All. Keep bring these wonderful truths to the

table. Have a Blessed Christmas and New Year!

🙏🎄💖

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Ozark Sasquatch Dec 25, 2023

Wow, now you're getting to the deep shite!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Joseph T. Shen, MD (Recovered) Dec 25, 2023 · edited Dec 25, 2023

Earth travels in a vortex in the mysterious way that was discovered only in the early 21st

Century. Mankind has a lot to learn about how and why things happen. The physiological

functional states of a living heart can be represented in a six mathematical domains each

of which has at least two phases, a multiphase framework useful to understand the

structural and physiological properties of our heart within a time period which is the

seventh domain. This framework goes beyond the XYZ + Time in the conventional world

described in the 20th Century. The same also applies to the physiological properties of

the brain. What makes both vital organ alive? Blood flow. These newly discovered

mathematical properties have been found true. I have the empirical evidence for proof.

Go figure!

Merry Christmas 

🎄🎁🎅
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Lloyd Miller Writes Lloyd’s Newsletter Dec 24, 2023

Uh. . . lots of rather arbitrary assertions, I'd say! Steiner is fun to read, though.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Joseph T. Shen, MD (Recovered) Dec 25, 2023 · edited Dec 25, 2023

Many theories started with assumptions, later found true. If they are based on sound

mathematical models and reasoning and empirical evidence then they become

laws. Prejudging them and calling them “arbitrary” maybe premature. In fact, I have

the evidence to prove you wrong, sir, by the way.
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Lloyd Miller Writes Lloyd’s Newsletter Dec 25, 2023

Well! Reference some of it. "Not a pump" is way out there when the

contractions and valves seem to work like one. . .

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Garrett Smith Dec 25, 2023

Read Dr Thomas Cowen's book human heart Cosmic heart. It may or may

not supply what you're looking for but he did reference that book. If you

Googled him all you'll find is mainstream narrative organizations tearing

him down but not constructively. It's almost too obvious who's right and

who's wrong these days. If the top Google searches destroy the person or

topic you're looking into they're probably closer to the truth then the

sources destroying them. That's just been my experience especially since

2016
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Lloyd Miller Writes Lloyd’s Newsletter Dec 25, 2023

Ya gotta integrate your theory with the anatomy of the heart.
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Joseph T. Shen, MD (Recovered) Dec 25, 2023

Anyone ever told you anatomy does not equal to physiological

function?
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Joseph T. Shen, MD (Recovered) Dec 25, 2023

To deliver the amount of power to supply every single cell in one’s body

require much more energy than the heart generates. That’s factually

correct. If heart is the proverbial “pump”, the assumption lacks the

essential evidence to support the claim. Cardiology is a religion not based

on empirical data based upon good faith science.
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jonsmason Writes jonsmason’s Substack Dec 25, 2023

Could it be that your 'evidence ' is greater than the knowledge of JESUS?

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Joseph T. Shen, MD (Recovered) Dec 25, 2023

No. No one can claim that he or she knows better or more than God. No

one, Jonsmason. If god creates the Universe, all matter is created by God.

No one can prove that this is impossible.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Gram Jan 3

No one can prove 'God'. The works of Jason Breshears at

Archaix.com proves we live in a holographic simulation, a

mathematical construct. We are like characters in Sim City, with

consciousness. When we realize this, we become free of the

construct. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0TwMQLZYVw
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Joseph T. Shen, MD (Recovered) Dec 25, 2023

Providing evidence to support the theory is the basis for mankind to

discover the truth. Denying evidence and ridiculing it is denying the

existence of the truth.
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Quill Cross Writes Quill Cross News Dec 24, 2023

I have always had this intuition that ORME were the ancient tech the Egyptians used to

“levitate” the stones into place at Giza.
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Coby Dec 24, 2023

Holy cow! Utterly fascinating!
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deleted Dec 25, 2023

Comment deleted

Kirk Neal Dec 25, 2023

Apology for typos/duplicate, Substack will not allow deletion/editing…frustrating.
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